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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A weak cold front is forecast to advance offshore the northern Gulf Coast today. Expect increased chances for showers and 
thunderstorms today and tomorrow as the front slowly propagates south. Conditions behind the front are forecast to be the 
highest offshore Texas with winds between fresh to strong levels and seas between 5 to 7 feet. Expect a moderate to fresh 
offshore breeze along with seas between 3 to 5 feet further east. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The cold front is forecast to stall across the southern Gulf of Mexico tomorrow by Friday. Meanwhile, high pressure should 
pass to the north and allow for winds to veer NE-E’ly. The interaction between the high to the north and lower pressures to 
the south are forecast to maintain moderate to fresh speeds for most locations. However, winds should continue to veer 
onshore and increase across the western Lease Areas over the weekend in response to building low pressure to the west. This 
will also allow for seas to build between 5 to 8 feet offshore Texas during this time. After a brief lull in conditions on Monday, 
the onshore flow may increase again on Tuesday as both high pressure to the east and low pressure to the west strengthen.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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